
Maximize Clinician Efficiency
With continual scrutiny on escalating 
medical costs, healthcare providers have to 
balance business efficiencies with building 
patient relationships. Equipped with Surface, 
physicians and nurses now carry one device 
wherever they go. 

Empower Home Healthcare
Home health workers are constantly on the 
move and must work productively in any 
environment—their home, the office, their 
patients’ homes, or elsewhere.  Fortunately, 
Surface is up to the challenge. 

Surface for Healthcare 
& Life Sciences

Convert from tablet to laptop with the 
built-in Kickstand and keyboard covers

Long battery life supports extended hours
away from the office

Durable construction with solid case 
and optically bonded display

Security features like Bitlocker, TPM, 
and Secure Boot help keep protected 
information secure

Focus more attention on your patients.
Surface empowers providers and reps with instant access to the information and resources 
they need to be more productive and provide better patient care.

Eliminate the delays of logging into 
multiple devices throughout the day

Capture electronic signatures or write 
progress notes with the Surface Pen1

Run the desktop software you rely on 
along side touch friendly apps 

Sanitize with many standard hospital 
disinfectants

The most productive devices for business
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Software

Surface BookSurface Pro 4Surface 3
Lightest Surface Larger screen, more power Laptop design with 

ultimate power

Supercharge Pharma Sales
Pharmaceutical sales reps already juggle 
daunting quotas, less face time with physicians, 
and carloads of product samples.  Surface gives 
them one less thing to manage in their busy day. 

Ergotron cart 
Simple Design: A no-fuss fixed-height cart 
without extra features and accessories you 
don’t need, it’s a breeze to assemble in just 
three easy steps. 

Trident Case 
Built for durability and superior protection, 
mobile sleeves—like the Incipio Capture case 
w/ convenient 360-degree rotating handle and 
adjustable strap—provide peace of mind in the 
healthcare world. 

Ergotron Charging Cabinet
Store and charge any mix of Surface devices in 
this charging cabinet. With adjustable bays you 
can store up to 12 devices.

“With Surface, when I walk in a room, 
I am ready and engaged with that patient.  
I can have four active charts open at the 
same time.  On average, we can probably 
see two more patients a day.” 

- Dr. Nick Patel, Palmetto Health
Form factor versatility 
(tablet, laptop, and desktop)

Integrated Kickstand and touchscreen 
facilitate engaging customer presentations

Surface Pen captures electronic customer 
signatures on the spot 

Ports and docking options make it easy 
to connect to peripherals and transfer files

Physicians & Nurses
EPIC
Cerner
SAP EMR unwired
Allscripts
McKesson

Pharmaceutical Sales
Microsoft Dynamics
Salesforce.com
Docusign

Surface devices run all Windows-friendly desktop 
software including full versions of Microsoft Office 
plus Windows 10 apps.
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